development of maternity as central to bourgeois feminine ideals both complicated and legitimised actress-mothers. Rather than accept that their 'working bodies' (126) negated bourgeois ideals, actresses' economic impetus was repackaged as fulfilling the role of motherhood by providing for their children. The lack of formal conclusion is welcome as it reflects Brooks's intention for this study to be an invitation for further scholarship into other actresses and other displays of gender.
Brooks manoeuvres through different disciplines, engaging with a wide range of source material; and draws together two distinct methodologies of theatre studies, showing how they inform each othertheatre economics and literary/cultural analysis. Brooks offers an impressive contribution to the study of eighteenth-century actresses, appealing to scholars of theatrical history, eighteenth-century drama and women's history, to sit alongside work by Laura Engel, Felicity Nussbaum, and Kristina Straub. The triumph of Playing Women is the exploration and expansion of concepts not just of how actresses played women but also shaped 'what it meant to be a woman' (6) in the eighteenth century.
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